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Estrias (stretch marks) is common after delivery or loosing weight.

Tratamiento de estrias or treatment for stretch marks is much sought treatment people are looking
for especially after a delivery or loosing weight etc. The different types and courses of treatment
have come up with an advance technology. Let us now talk about Tratamiento de estrias, which
means treatment of striae. Striae or stretch marks are very common these days. These stretch
marks look like bands, lines or stripes. This can occur due to number of reasons such as a person
loosing weight immediately develops stretch marks. Pregnant women also face this very commonly
after the delivery of the child. Striae is found mostly on certain parts of the body like breasts, hips,
thighs, buttocks, abdomen and flank.

Treatment to shape the nose.

Rinomodelacion or rhinoplasty is a treatment in which hyaluronic acid is applied in the nose to
shape and improve the undesired appearance. Metacrill is used as filler and the effect is as natural
but permanent. It is done under local anesthesia and the patient will see the result immediately.
Rinomodelacion will not reduce the nose, creates a smooth and asymmetry describing the
irregularities which appear smaller on the inside of the nose. Rinomodelacion is less risky and low-
cost alternative with less pain and less time in the clinic, who consider rhinoplasty like all surgeries
on the nose which risky. Rinomodelacion reduces the block and fills the tissue to prevent
depression by lifting effect by lifting the edge and the bridge of the nose to flat or round.
Rinomodelacion does not improve breathing problems or the correct internal defects.

Laser Fraxel for smoothening the skin

Laser fraxel is a skin surfacing procedure. Laser fraxel treatment is done for smoothening your skin
without any pain or damage. It helps to bring back the youthful look. The treatment makes you feel
like many rubber bands are slapping your face. At the end of the treatment you get the gorgeous
look of the youth, you tend to forget all the pain that was caused by laser fraxel. Laser fraxel
treatment treats only a small portion of your skin improving your skin colour, texture, and it erases
the surgical scars and acnes. Laser Fraxel is being considered as a great alternative to ablative skin
resurfacing treatments because the time spends in the clinic is considerably less. But it depends on
the intensity of the treatment and the severity of the skin problem. There are minimal effects after
the Fraxel laser treatment and experience slight swelling and redness which is a normal sign of
healing and regeneration. You have to apply the post procedure cream, stay out of the sun, keep
your skin moisturized, and if need be, apply ice for the swelling.
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Are you looking for ways to lose unwanted fat? Then this site offers you an opportunity to lose
weight without any pain through a Ojeras. It is seen that most of the people are worried about there
scare marks and wish to get rid of it. Thus it is now easily possible with the help of a Laser fraxel
treatment.
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